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I can add the suffixes er and est to an adjective.

Can you complete this table by writing the comparative (er suffix) and the superlative (est) 
adjectives? The first one has been done for you.

Adjective adding er (comparative) adding est (superlative)

thin thinner thinnest

big big          big          

sad sad          sad          

wise wis        wis          

large larg      larg          

safe saf          saf          

strange strang          strang          

great great          great          

Which of these is spelt correctly? Circle the correct spelling.

tidyest  or  tidiest

bigger  or  biger
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AnswersAdding er or est
Can you complete this table by writing the comparative (er suffix) and the superlative (est) 
adjectives? The first one has been done for you.

Adjective adding er (comparative) adding est (superlative)

thin thinner thinnest

big bigger biggest

sad sadder saddest

wise wiser wisest

large larger largest

safe safer safest

strange stranger strangest

great greater greatest

happy happier happiest

jolly jollier jolliest

lazy lazier laziest

Which of these is spelt correctly? Circle the correct spelling.

tidyest  or  tidiest

bigger  or  biger
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